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UNITED. STATES OF AMERICA
' 07? C'

-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
- .i,, ,

'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
'

.

.
.

)
In the Matter of )

)
BOSTON EDISON COMPANY et al. ) Docket No. 50-471

)
(Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station,)
Unit 2) )

''

)

APPLICANTS' RESPONSE TO $RC STAFF
MOTION TO DEFER ISSUE OF EMERGENCY PLANNING

AND TO ESTABLISH SCHEDULE FOR FILING
PROPOSED FINDINGS ON COMPLETED IS3UES

.

Preliminary Statement

Applicant is in accord with that part of the NRC Staff's
motion which requests the establisnment of a schedule for

filing proposed findings on the issues in this proceeding but
for the reasons hereinafter stated is opposed to an indefinite

deferment of the Emergency Planning Issue.

The Emergency Planning Issue

Emergency Planning was introduced as a late filed

hearing issue on the motion of the Commonwealth which

was joined in by the NRC Staff. Central to the Commonwealth's

motion and indeed the asserted justification for its late
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filing were: the Commission's announcement of a proposed

amendment to Appendix E (lo CFR Part 50) 43 Fed. Reg. 37475,

August 23, 1978; the issuance of an NRC/ EPA Task Force on

Emergercy Planning Report, " Planning Basis for the Develop-

ment of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency

Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power

Plants" (NUREG-0396), December 1978; the Comptroller
.

General's issuance of a report to Congress entitled " Areas

Around Nuclear Facilities Should be Better Prepared for

Radiological Emergencies", March 30, 1979; and recent events,

presumably the nuclear incident at Three Mile Island ("TMI").
The thrust of each of the cited publications referenced in

the Commonwealth's motion is to the effect that ofi' site
.

emergency planning and protective action, in particular,

ought not to be limited to the low population zone in the

manner as defined in 10 CFR Part 100. C[., New Encland

Power Company et al. (NEP Units 1 and 2) and Public Service

Company of New Hamoshire et al. (Seabrook Station Units 1

and 2), 5 NRC 733 (1977), ALAB-390, hereinafter cited as

"ALAB-390". The Commonwealth contended in its motion that

inasmuch as the Applicants' discussion of their " Preliminary

plans for coping with emergencies" in the Pilgrim 2 PSAR,

as required by 10 CFR S 50 34(a) and Appendix E to Part 50,

relied on the Pilgrim 1 emergency plan which predated the
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proposed amendment to_ Appendix E and therefore did not

address itself to any area beyond the LPZ, the

Pilgrim 2 PSAR was thus deficient. The NRC Staff, noting

that the TMI incident has caused the Staff to begin a re-

examination of operating plants' emergency plans, including

those of Pilgrim 1, and that the proposed amendment to

Appendix E was not published for comment until August 23,

1978 supported the Commonwealth motion. The Commonwealth
'

and the Staff thereupon, by stipulation, suggested an emer-

gency planning contentica which after discussion was accepted
1/

by the Board.- The contention reads as follows:

"Given the guidelines established in
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
proposed amendment thereto [43 Fed.
Reg. 37433], 1) An acceptable emergency
plan cannot be develo9ed to protect
persons within and r 'nd the LPZ of
the proposed site; anu ) The Appli-
cants ' preliminary emergency p.lans as
set forth in its [PSAR] are inadequate."

The Initial Positions of the Parties
on Going Forward with the Contention
Not Withstanding Rulemaking

The Commonwealth was ambivalent on the question of the

Board's going forward with the contention in light of the

Commission's rulemaking announcement (44 Fed. Reg. 138).

1/ The Board prior to accepting the contention
asked the parties to address the propriety
of entertaining the contention in light of
the Commission's announcement of a rule-
making proceeding on emergency planning.
(44 Fed. Reg. 138, July 17, 1979).
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It characterized its contention as one of s'ite suitability

which generic rulemaking proceeding would not settle but

which would have to be considered prior to a construction
~

2/
permit in any event.- (Tr. 11,202-08). However, at the

same time, it expressed concern as to the availability of
its witness who was to "be a keystone of [ ;s] whole case"

and who would address .the zone of concern, "how far out should
,

we be looking when we talk about evacuation, emergency

planning." (Tr. 11,209.)

The Staff was of the belief that "the contention at
hand is clearly [not] the subfect of this [rulemaking].". . .

(Tr. 11,214.)

The Applicants' position was to proceed with the con-
'

tention to enable them to demonstrate compliance with

existing regulations rather than suffer a delay to await the
results of rulemaking (Tr. 11,211-13). The Cleetons pressed

for deferral to the outcome of rulemaking. (Tr. 11,217.)

The Board, following the discussion of parties, set a

hearing schedule for the contention. (Tr. 11,229-30.)

2/ But see, Proposed Rules - Amendment to
Appendix E - Emergency Plans for Production
ar.a Utilization Facilities 43 Fed. Reg.
37473 at 37475, "The proposed change to
the rule on the licensing requirements for
emergency plans clarifies the intent that
consideration of emergency planning beyond
the LPZ is a factor in the licensing review
but is not a factor in the site suitability
review under 10 CFR Part 100."
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The Subsecuent Motions for Deferral

Immediately following the Board's issuance of a hearing

schedule on the Commonwealth + Staff contention, the Common-

wealth moved for an indefinite deferral stating:

"The Commonwealth had argued against this
schedule, noting that the Commission had
just issued an advance notice of p-' posed
rule making on the very subj ect of emergency
planning, and that changes in the Commission's
ru'les and regulations would undoubtedly be*

forthcoming, changes that in all likelihood
would substantially affect resolution of the
Commonwealth's contention. (footnote
omitted.) (Motion of the Commonwealth To
Defer The Forthcominz Evicentiary Hearing On
Emergency Planning .)p. 4"

. . .

Appended to the Commonwealth's motion were: a copy of

the Commission's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the Ade-

quacy and Acceptance of Emergency Planning Around Nuclear

Facilities, 44 Fed. Reg. 41483 IJuly 17,1979) and a copy

of the promulgation of Lhe Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, " Action Plan for Promptly Improving Emergency

Preparedness", (" Action Plan") July 23, 1979, SECY-79-450.

The Commonwealth's motion directed attention to that portion

of the latter document which addressed emergency planning,

extending such "to a distance of ten miles as soon as

practical". (SECY-79-450 p. 2, 1 5)

The Board, thereafter acting on an agreement of the

parties, rescheduled the emergency planning hearings. As

the date for the filing of testimony on the contention

approached, the Staff announced its intention to file the
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instant motion for deferral of hearings on.this issue. In

support of its motion, the Staff has noted a number of develop-

ments which have occurred in the area of emergency planning,

citing:

(1) The Comm..ssion's Notice of Rulemaking,
(44 Fed. Reg. 41483); (2) the pendency
before the Commission for approval of the
NRC/ EPA Joint Task Force Report (NUREG-
0396); (3) the NRR Director's Action Plan
(SECY-79-450); and (4) the Staff's planned
vi'it to Pilgrim 1 to review the adequacy

*

s
of emergency planning and to determine
whethar emergency planning should be ex-
tended beyond 10 miles.

The Staff opines in its motion that, "to prepare testi-
'

mony the Staff must know the distanc'e for emergency planning

and the applicable notification time. It also must be

assured that the criteria on emergency planning at the new

distance is well understood." This information the Staff
declares to be essential in evaluating the proposed emer-

gency planning in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,

Section IT and the proposed amendments thereto. (Staff's

Motion pp. 2-3)

Given the thrust of the Staff's motion, the Board has

again requested the parties to address the Commonwealth-

Sta#f emergency planning contention in light of the Com-

mission's rulemaking proceeding.

1225 008
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The Commission May Deal with Emergency Planning
by Rulemaking Instead of in the Context of
Separate Adjudications

It is settled that the Commission may deal with issues

by rulem".xing rather than in the context of numerous separate

adjud. cations. See Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC

499 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Generic proceedings are a

far more efficient forum in which to develop these issues

without needless repetition and potential for delay. Ecology

Action AEC, 492 F.2d 988,1022 (2d Cir. 1974). The deci-

sion to hold generic proceedings rather than to leave issues

for individual licensings is left t6 agency discretion.

NLRB v. Bell Aerospace C,o,. 416 U.S. 267, 292-95, (1974);

SEC v. Chenery Corp. 332 U.S. 194, 203 (1947); Siegal v. AEC,

400 F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1968).

Needless to say, the issue .n question must be encom-

passed within the scope of the rulemaking proceeding. Here,

if the nexus between the Commonwealth-Staff emergency

planning issue and the Comm1ssion's announced rulemaking

(44 Fed. Reg. 41483) was initislly obscure, the motions of

the Commonwealth and the Staff for deferral following the

Board's scheduling of the contention for hearing have re-

moved that obscurity. Both motions point to the proposed

rulemaking s 44 Fed. Reg. 41483) as reason for deferral and

1225 009
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both motions make it clear that central to the emergency

planning contention is the distance that emergency planning

must extend.
'

The E"olvement of Emercency Planning Rulemaking

It was made crystal clear in ALAB-390 that if appli-

cants were to be required to encompass within their emergency

planning plans for persons beyond the low population zone

boundary, because of the long-standing and uniform holdings

of the Appeal Board on the question, all left undisturbed

by the Commission, the change would have to be brought about
,

by new regulations upon due notice. As observed in the

maj or1+y decision in ALAS-390 :
'

"It need be added only that, had the
Commission intended to impose such a
requirement, it likely not only wculd
have said so expressly but, es well,
would have established some standards
for determining in the particular case
such matters as (1) how far (if at
ali) beyond the low population zone
boundary need protective measures
apply; and (2) whether fewer mee ures
might be required for protection of
persons loc"ted outside the bounuary
than for those within it." ALAB-3.'O
at 7h6.

The Appeal Board held:

"In light of the above, we adhere to
our uniform prior holdings that, under
the Commission's regulations in their
present form, consideration is not to
be given in a licensing proceeding to
the feasibility of devising an emergency
plan for the protection (in the event
of an accident) of persons located
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outside of the low population zone. As
earlier noted, should the staff or any
other parties to'the cases at bar regard
there to be radiological health and
safety considerations militating in
favor of a different result (a matter
not before us and on which we need ex-
press no opinion) their remedy is clear:
a formal or informal rulemaking pro-
c eeding ." Id. at 747.

The Commission did not review the Board's heldings in

ALAB-390 but*as before it let the decision stand. However,-

some five months following ALAB-390, the Commission noting

"[a] general exam? nation of emergency planning in the licen-

sing of nuclear power plants is underway" and the holding in

ALAB-390, announced its proposal to amend its regulations or

emergency plans for production and utilization facilities

(Appendix E to Part 50) to address emergency planning con-

siderations that may extend to areas outside the low popula-

tion zone. Pending receipt of comments and the promulgation

of a final rule, the Commission directed that the proposed

rule be used as interim guidance in reviewing an applicant's

emergency plan for a construction permit. 43 Fed. Reg.

37473 (august 23, 1978). The amendment as proposed was

intended to follow Section I of Appendix E, by adding a new

paragraph to that section as follows:

Appendix E--Emergency Plans For
Production and Utilization Facilities

I. INTRODUCTION

* * * * *
l225 011
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For nuclear power reactors,'provi-
sions for emergency protective measures
to reduce exposures from an accidental
release of radioactive material shall ba
considered, at a' minimum, within the low

' population zone (LPZ) as specified in
10 CFR Part 100. The extent to which
emergency planning, which may include
planning for evacuation measures, should
extend to areas beyond the LPZ shall be
be based on the design features of the
facility and the physical characteristics
of the environs in the vicinity of the
site taking into account the emergency-

protective action criteria developed by
appropriate Federal authorities, and by
appropriate State and local governmental
authorities in cooperation with the
Commission. Id. at 37475

In December of 1978, the Report of an NRC/ EPA Task Force,

NUREG-0396, was issued. Prior to taking any final action on

the report, the Commission sought comments from tae public.

43 Fed. Reg. 242, December 15, 19'78. The report concluded,

"that although there is an indirect relationship between

siting and emergency planning, the two can and should be con-

sidered separately in the NRC licensing process." NUREG-0396

at III-16. It suggestac that some clarification of NRC

regulations may be desirable to make clear the separation of

these issues in the licensing process.

The Report itself proposed a planning basis for State

and local government emergency organizations to determine

the scope of planning efforts around nuclear power plants.

It recommended establishing two generic Emergency Planning

Zones (EPZ's) around light water nuclear power plants: an
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inner zone of about 10 miles for the plume exposure pathway

and an outer zone of about'50 miles for the ingestion ex-

posure pathway. 43 Fed. Reg. 242.

The Comptroller General, in March of 1979 ir. a Report

to the Congress - EMD-78-110 - under the Energy Reorganization

Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5876) entitled " Areas Around Nuclear

Facilities Should Be Better Prepared For Radiological

Emergencies" inter alia endorsed the recommendation of the

EPA /NRC Joint T 3k Force that emergency planning zones around

nuclear reactors be increased to about 10 miles.

At its June 7, 1979 meeting neld to discuss emergency

planning and its statutory response to the General Accounting

Office report, the Commission decided to conduct a rulemaking

proceeding on emergency planning. On July 12, 1979, it

forwarded for publication in the Federal Register an Advance

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. 44 Fed. Reg. 41483, July 17, 1979

The Notice stated that the NRC requires that power reactor

license applicants plan for radiological emergencies within their

plant sites and make arrangements with states and local organ-

1:ations to respond to accidents that might have consequences

beyond site boundary. "In this way " the notice de-. . .

clared, "off-site emergency planning has been related to the

nuclear licensing process. See 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E

-11-
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[1979], see also additional guidance in U. S. NRC, Regula-

tory Guide 1.101, Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power
_

Plant [Rev. 1 , 1 9 7 7 ] ." "However", the notice observed, "the
S

NRC has not made NRC approval of State and local emergency

plans a condition of nuclear power plant operation." Id.

at 41483

Specifically mentioning that the accident at Three

Mile Island has raised a number oi questions abcut the ade-

quacy of radiological emergency response plans, the GAO

recommendations, the joint NRC-EPA Task Force Report NUREG-

0396 and petitions for rulemaking concerning the operational

details of evacuation planning, the notice declared that,
N

"The Commission nas de cided to
initiate an expedited rulemaking procedure
on the subject of State and local emergency
response plans and those of the licensee."
44 Fed. Reg. at 41483.

The notice further stated that the Commission is soliciting
public comment in this area, particularly on the following
[14 enumerated] issues. Id.

Among the issues enumerated, the following are of par-

ticular pertinence here:

2. What constitutes an effective emer-
gency response plan for State and
local agencies? For licersees?
What are the essential elements that
must be included in an effective
plan? Do existing NRC requiremants
for licensees 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix E and guidance for States [NUREG-
75/111] lack any of these essential
elements?
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8. What action should be taken in response
to the reconmendations of the Joint
NRC/ EPA Task Force Report (NUREG-0396).
Id. at 41483.84.

The Commonwealth-Staff Emergency Planning
Contention Raises Issues Which Are Beyond
The Scope of NRC Regulations and Are the
Subject of Rulemakinz

In order to determine the real impact of the Commonwealth-

Staff Emergency Planning Contention in the absence of specifi-

cations, resort must be had to their respective motions to

defer hearings. Clearly from these motions it is the position

of the Commonwealth and the Staff th,at what their contention

puts in issue is the distance beyond the low population

zone which the Applicants' emergency plan msut cover. The
N

Staff for openers has selected 10 miles as a minimum. The

Commonwealth suggesta something far more. But what the

Staff and Commonwealth both rely upon is not regt'.lation but

proposals and recc=mendations which the Commission has made

the subj ect of rulemaking.3 ' What ir more, any such measures,/

to the extent effected, must be instituted by State and local

authorities. As the Commission has acknowledged, it has not

yet made NRC approval of State and local emergency plans a

3,/ The Staff, no doubt, cons.'.ders itself bound
by the Nuclear Reactor Regulation Director's
Action Plan (SECY-79 450). But, with all
deference to the Director, his plan, until
piv...ulgated by the Commission, does not have
the force of regulation.
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condition of nuclear power plant operation. Indeed, the

area beyond the low population zone to be encompassed in

emergency plans and vrhat responsibility an applicant is

to bear with respect to off-site protective actions are g

questions which the Commission has had under consideration

at least as early as ALAB-390. The Commission has now

determined to roll all of the prior proposals and recommen-

dations into one proceeding and resolve in rulemaking the

scope and extent of the protective actions that should be

planned for outlying areas surrounding nuclear plants.

The Commonwealth-Staff contention while appropriate to

that proceeding, is not pertinent to this proceeding and

should not be further considered by this Board.

By Their Attorneys,

. am k . k
,

George'E. Lewald
Ropes & Gray
225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA. 02110

W . 0 es h
5Dale G. Stocdley

Boston Edison Company
800 Boylston Street
Boston, MA. 02199

Dated: September 26, 1979
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